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Lets do it! 
 

grab a pen 

and some paper

Connecting the dots

prioritizing and pre-booking

The 3 golden rules of managing ADHD life

Time-blindness: 9 winning strategies

ADHD, Time Management & Relationships

Maybe some highlighters, tape,

sticky notes, ... build in the things

you already know have worked

at times in the past for you. 

Bonus: Christina's Overwhelm Venn diagram
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Planning 101: Prospective Memory

The art of time-blocking: how to build a calendar & our

best tips
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This guide has been developed to compliment the existing time and 'productivity'
resources out there, but with the added benefit of an ADHD lens, for the executive
function-challenged. 

Executive function spans several critical processes in our brains, and many of
them touch our ability to process and respond to time in the same way as our
neurotypical peers. By no means must we default only to a neurotypical way of
functioning in the world, but if your management of time and focus is causing
problems in your life, this guide might be for you.  

Whether you have heard about 'time-blindness', or immediately understand the
idea that time really can stand still (but everyday for you), first understand that
it's not your fault, and second that these skills can be learned.

While accessing this training through ADHD-adapted psychotherapy and ADHD
coaching are ideal, we know it’s not always accessible to many. Tools like these
are a product of our commitment to accessibility, and to supporting ADHD
brains. 

Please enjoy and let me know how it helps! 

 

Introduction 

Christina
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Dear Reader,
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The connection between memory, time
management & the quality of our lives.  
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Relational sciences has shown time again, "The quality of our lives is
directly related to the quality of our relationships." 

Doing all we can to manage ourselves, so that we can show up in our
relationships is a critical step in ensuring we have healthy balance in
our adult lives. 

the intensity of felt & expressed
emotions, 
problems with memory, 
self-awareness, and 
motivation, and 
recognized differences in the
perception of time.  

ADHD is associated with a variety of other
qualities not included in the official
diagnostic criteria, like:

Sometimes it can be hard to
know where to start! 

In many ways, our problems with time are closely linked to many of our
executive function challenges, with these invisible functions resulting in very
visible missteps in life, which of course affects our relationships. 
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Planning 101: 
Prospective memory 
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Prospective memory is a term which refers to the
memory to perform an intended action at a
particular point in the future, like, I need to grab
milk on the way home from work today. 

Remembering is an essential skill for everyday life
functioning.  

Prospective remembering comprises multiple
processes and phases: 

First, the person has to form the intention and plan when they want to
do what. 
Then they have to store this intention in retrospective memory while
being engaged in other ongoing tasks. 
When the appropriate moment for intention initiation arises, the
individual has to inhibit other ongoing activities and,
Switch to the intended action and execute it as planned. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

We can see then, the ability to recall at a certain time or event in the future
that an action or task has to be executed, is the core of prospective memory
and a core of how we expect emerging adults and adults to behave on a
regular basis. 

 

Challenges in time, or self-management underpin
many of the daily challenges of the ADHD brain. 
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 THE ART OF TIME-BLOCKING

Prospectively build your calendar, a month at a time. 

Work and personal life go on ONE calendar view.

Pre-Plan in time for friends, family and your romantic relationship (!). 

Get practiced at 'time-buying statements': Let me check my schedule and

I’ll get back to you. I’ll need to check with my X, and get back to you." 

 Buy yourself 24 hours – always.

Automate, Delegate and Outsource absolutely everything in your life

that you do not absolutely have to do yourself (laundry, house cleaning,

meal prep/shopping, bill paying, garbage day duty, etc.).  

Prioritize what’s most important over what’s less important and can

wait. 

Consider your energy (times of day when you have more productive

versus slower times) when planning more boring or complex tasks. 

Pick one day a month for appointments as much as you can (pre-book:

haircuts/beauty appointments, self-care appointments like massage,

cleaning appointments, pet care, dental appointments). 

Add to your annual calendar in one sitting: School dates, set recurring

reminders for birthdays & anniversaries (with reminders 2 weeks, 1 week

and day of set in advance), holidays. 

Turn off alerts and notifications on your devices AND computer for

specified chunks of time. 

B U I L D I N G  A  P E R S O N A L I Z E D  C A L E N D A R :

Go from being busy & overwhelmed 
to feeling more control over your life. 
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Manage your hyperfocus: Divide
your work day up in your needed
tasks.
Identify any places where you
can tackle daily personal things.
Be realistic about your work &
when you want to switch to not-
work each day.

Meal Planning,
Grocery Shopping,
Laundry, 
Cleaning (inside & outside).

Pick ONE regular day a week for
each of these: 

Protect time Family and/or
Couple time up front in your
calendar.  
Include transportation to and
from school and events.
Help kids with homework.
Sports & Activities
Plan some F U N: Movie nights,
game nights, etc.

When are you going to unwind
and what will you do?

Block time for regular social

plans (ie. Friend's on Friday, or

Sunday Night Dinner with

grandparents). 

Working on a special project or

hobby.

When do you intend to get
exercise or simply move your
body?
How much sleep do you want to
get? Protect your sleep. 
Set your ideal wake time and
bedtime.

Finances/paying bills, managing
investments. 
Booking regular appointments
(like haircuts, vet or dental),
A consistent night to get
organized each week, review
your schedule & plan for the
week ahead.  

All the things to pre-book into your 
 personalized monthly calendar.

MOVE AND SLEEP:

YOUR JOB OR
SCHOOL WORK:

CHORES:

FAMILY: YOU TIME: 

OTHER ADULTING:
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This calendar was build using the free Google calendar, which will even
email you a daily agenda each morning. 

You can use more organizational parts of it, like 'snoozing' emails for follow
up on certain times, or days. 

Whatever tool, app, day-timer, sticky note system you use, visually putting
ALL of your daily priorities in front of you, helps you create a more
REALISTIC plan for your life. 

When you can visually see your week ahead mapped out, it helps you see
yourself completing the tasks you need to complete, which also include
rest, family time, YOU time. 

Always remember, when we are brain training, and learning new skills:  

Time-blocked calendar views

always
progress
N E V E R  P E R F E C T I O N
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what time it is now, 
how much time is left, and 
how quickly time is passing.  

People with ADHD tend to be "time blind," meaning they aren’t always aware of the
ticking of time.  As a result, we struggle to use time effectively (which is pretty
anxiety-inducing).  

In our Blog article Managing Overwhelm (and other invisible symptoms of ADHD),
we spoke of 'time-blindness'.  

Managing time is an executive function.  

It involves knowing:

Managing time involves many cognitive processes, including working memory, self-
monitoring, future planning.  Starting to track this in ourselves increases  our self-
awareness, which kick starts the whole process.  

Managing time-blindness

Make a list of things you do 
that are your own 

personal time warps.
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1.

Here are 9 all time winning strategies to support your brain.  

https://digalittledeeper.ca/the-blog/managing-overwhelm-other-invisible-symptoms-of-adhdadd
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       Set intrusive alarms, that you have to
get up & move toward to turn off. An alarm
breaks into your consciousness & jolts you
out of whatever you’re doing. 

    Vary your alarms, or enlist the help of a friend, co-
worker or partner to call you to prompt you. Change the

sounds of the alarms, or set alarms for each transition of
your day on your smartphone, paired with a song that gets

you moving or dancing. 

Managing time-blindness
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Research says: It also helps to
imagine, or visualize your

future self doing the thing you
want to do.

2.

3.
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       Switching from digital clocks to old-
fashioned analog clocks.  Seeing the hand

move — and the time you have left physically
shrink — is a great way to get a real sense of

time passing.

        Break it down:  People with ADHD
tend to “freeze” when making big
transitions. They can see time moving,
but the task seems so daunting they can’t
make themselves start. Break the final
goal into small chunks, and start with the
tiniest, easiest one.

               Estimating time: Always build in a
'worst case scenario' to go with your usual
strategy. If you need to be at the somewhere at
7:00, and the worst-case scenario (traffic) will take
you 45 minutes, round up & leave at 6:00.  

Add as much breathing room to allow yourself to
have a better experience. 

Managing time-blindness
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4.

5.

6.
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            Protect your sleep: A lot of people with ADHD struggle with
waking up and preparing for the day. A lot of morning problems are

truly leftover night problems. Getting to bed on time and getting
enough sleep is a big part of a successful morning.  

          Pre-plan your planning time: 
 People with ADHD struggle with long-term

planning, which can lead to problems like
financial problems or repeated missed

deadlines. 

This means budgeting, breaking big
projects up into small pieces, or enlisting a

friend or coach to give you some
accountability. 

Managing time-blindness
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7.

8.

Force yourself to put your work away, shut off the television, and get in bed
by a certain time. Visualize yourself tomorrow, in your groove and think

about what your Tomorrow Self could thank you for? 

https://www.additudemag.com/adhd-productivity-deadlines-and-procrastination-no-more-all-nighters/
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ADHDers have busy brains, and get easily bored. (It's not easy being so
smart and dynamic, is it?). So we take on more, start new projects ...
generally overestimate how much should be on a full plate. Because
we don't tend to prioritize well, overwhelm hits us like a tidal wave.   

Part of self-management, is finding your unique sweet spot balance
between boredom and collapse, and pre-arranging your life and
calendar to buffer against it.  

Pre-Manage Overwhelm: Leave
yourself big blocks of free time

wherever you can — you’ll be more
likely to follow your schedule if you

have some flexibility!Finally,

Boredom OverwhelmSweet
Spot

Christina's Boredom/overwhelm Venn diagram
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9.
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Automate anything important that you find tedious or
boring. Is paying the bills each month a disaster
because it's boring,  and you never manage to send
them in on time?  Hand the job over to your spouse. If
you’re not married (or have a spouse who isn’t good at
it, either), put as many bills as possible on auto-pay.

When time runs short, outsource. Don’t assume you
must do every portion of a project. In many cases, it
makes sense to outsource and make better use of
your precious time and cognitive energy.  

Delegate anything you’re not good at. Your goal is not to be
independent, but to be effectively interdependent—that is, to
share responsibilities for tasks with other people.

Christina's      Golden Rules
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For ADHD brains 
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Build movement into your day - moving your body, helps to task switch

and manage your enegry. 

Be realistic about your To-Do list. 3 things a day is much more reasonable

than 25. Don't forget your Must-Do's (daily functioning tasks) as standard

items in front of your daily list so you budget the right amount of time in. 

For bigger projects or tasks: Starting from the due date and working

backwards, breakdown tasks down into doable steps, and then schedule

each into a list or calendar. Dividing the number of tasks by the number of

days until the project is due helps to create more reasonable work flow. 

When in doubt: ALWAYS choose EFFICIENT: Fewest number of steps +

least amount of effort. 

OTHER 
ADHD-SPECIFIC

TIPS:
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If you notice you need the pressure

to get a task done, instead of use

procrastination to ultimately build

motivation, try this: ask someone to

sit with you - this is called using a

body double.

Build time into your calendar to

switch focus, or allow yourself a

longer transition from one task to

another. 
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You might feel like you
have no time, or that
time doesn't exist for

you, or that all your time
is your free time.  

Procrastination
Missing deadlines
“Hyperfocusing” on one task for hours at the expense of
other tasks
Underestimating the time needed for tasks or trips
Doing things in the wrong order

Did you know that how your brain
processes time, while being linked to
ADHD and executive dysfunction, can
show up differently from person to
person? 

Understanding the impact of your time management skills 
on people who depend on you is important for the success of
your relationships. 

Recognizing these as symptoms, rather than character flaws or 'personality' can
go a long way in supporting heather communication and relationships, and in
making sustainable improvements.  

Time and Relationships
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Things that are actually symptoms of ADHD, can be misinterpreted to mean you
don't care, when that is far from the truth. Executive dysfunction challenges
related to managing time look like:
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Christina Crowe, H. BSc. MACP, RP, (Cert) OAMHP
Registered Psychotherapist (RP) & ADHD Coach

 
Christina is an ADHD Coach and psychotherapist, and founder of a modern and
self-managed group called Dig A Little Deeper, Psychotherapy & Counselling.
Christina is also a Clinical Supervisor and trains new therapists to be ADHD-
aware. 

Christina manages a group private practice and spends a lot of time helping newly
diagnosed adults, kids and families, navigate the ups and downs of having, or living
with, ADHD brains. 

Christina has created multiple free resources for her clients and the general public,
including DIY*ADHD the Online Course, the ADHD Symptom Tracker, multiple
coaching articles and the ADHD Resource Page (which is several pages now!).  

Christina has a Master's degree in Counselling Psychology, is a licenced member of
the College of Registered Psychotherapists of Ontario (CRPO), a Certified member
of the Ontario Association of Mental Health Professionals (OAMHP), a member of
The Canadian ADHD Resource Alliance (CADDRA) and serves on the advocacy
committee. 

About Christina
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